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The anticipated new book by award-winning and best-selling illustrator
Bruce Whatley and two exciting new writers turn bedtime into an adventure

NOISES  AT   NIGHT
Illustrated by Bruce Whatley

Written by Beth Raisner Glass and Susan Lubner

An enthusiastic, rhyming bedtime book perfect for teaching restless youngsters that even going to sleep can be

fun, Noises at Night is brimming with exciting adventures illustrated in vibrant colors by beloved

illustrator Bruce Whatley.  A young boy, with his dog and teddy bear by his side, uses his imagination

(instead of the electronic media so predominant in children’s lives today) to turn the ordinary sounds of a

house at sleep time into extraordinary activities waiting to happen.

Drrroppp, Drrroppp drips the faucet I hear down the hall…
begins one adventure, as the boy imagines himself a fearless captain on
the open sea.

Taapp, Taapp knocks a branch that falls down from a tree… begins
another, as the boy becomes a baseball player scoring a homerun.

Crreeak, Crreeak squeaks my bed when I turn on my side…yet
another adventure begins, as the boy is outfitted as an explorer opening a
newly discovered treasure chest in an ancient vault.

Children will want to experience the boy’s adventures—from becoming a snake charmer to a baseball

champion, a police officer to a cowboy—time and again, and will likely doze off dreaming up their own.

Parents and educators will appreciate the inspiration the book provides for getting children into bed or for

settling them down at nap time, and for its quick look at the range of career options kids have to look forward

to. With an unbeatable illustrator-and-author team, Noises at Night is the ultimate bedtime book filled with

imagination to ensure that there will be no more sleepless nights.
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